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Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are emerging with enormous potentials to solve many challenging road traffic problems. )e AV
emergence leads to a paradigm shift in the road traffic system, making the penetration of autonomous vehicles fast and its
coexistence with human-driven cars inevitable. )e migration from the traditional driving to the intelligent driving system with
AV’s gradual deployment needs supporting technology to address mixed traffic systems problems, mixed driving behaviour in a
car-following model, variation in-vehicle type control means, the impact of a proportion of AV in traffic mixed traffic, and many
more. )e migration to fully AV will solve many traffic problems: desire to reclaim travel and commuting time, driving comfort,
and accident reduction. Motivated by the above facts, this paper presents an extensive review of road intersection mixed traffic
management techniques with a classification matrix of different traffic management strategies and technologies that could
effectively describe a mix of human and autonomous vehicles. It explores the existing traffic control strategies and analyses their
compatibility in a mixed traffic environment. )en review their drawback and build on it for the proposed robust mix of traffic
management schemes.)oughmany traffic control strategies have been in existence, the analysis presented in this paper gives new
insights to the readers on the applications of the cell reservation strategy in a mixed traffic environment. )ough many traffic
control strategies have been in existence, the Gipp’s car-following model has shown to be very effective for optimal traffic
flow performance.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview. )is paper presents a systematic review of
road traffic flow control strategies which are based on traffic
theories. It also looked at the fundamentals impact of
driving behaviour on traffic flow parameters with emphasis
on mix-traffic management at road intersection. )e the-
oretical introduction to traffic management, traffic rules,
and regulation is presented in Section 1; also covered in this
section is an introduction to the relevant traffic terms and
concepts. Section 2 reviewed the state of the art in traffic
and mixed traffic intersection management, covering the
different types and means used in managing road traffic at
intersection. Section 2.1 deals with introducing Intelligent
Transportation Systems, covering the history of intelligent
transportation and autonomous intersections.)e transition

from human-driven to autonomous vehicle technology is
covered in Section 3, with details of the differences involved
in the vehicle autonomy process stages. )e classification
matrix of the related works is presented in Table 1 covering
means of vehicle communication and mix-traffic manage-
ment approaches. Also covered in Table 2 are some key
intersection performance indicators like efficiency, fairness
in traffic scheduling, safety, and scalability features of each of
the traffic control approaches. A summary of the pros and
cons of the approaches is also captured in this section. )e
research gap is discussed in Section 5 with a justification for
the proposed strategy, while the summary was covered in
Section 6.

)e proposed integration of autonomous and human-
driven vehicles is associated with many challenges, ranging
in how will AV and HV coexist harmoniously in an
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enhanced Gipp’s car-following model, implementation of
road technologies to support the coexistence, addressing the
control communication barriers between the vehicle types,
social acceptability, and many more. )e efficient use of the
existing road infrastructure for a novel intersection control
management is the feasible solution for cities where road
redesign, expansion, and additional construction are
deemed challenging. Generally, innovative traffic manage-
ment aims to improve the traffic flow system by integrating
modern technology and management strategies to develop a
robust traffic management scheme that aims to prevent
traffic collisions/accidents and create a seamless traffic flow.
)e increase in population and number of vehicles without a
corresponding increase in road infrastructure leads to most
cities’ current worsening traffic control status. Road traffic
management involves using predefined rules to organise,
predict, arrange, guide, and manage road users, both
stopped and moving traffics. Road traffic includes vehicles of
different types, pedestrians, bicycles, and all types of vehicles.

By default, the traffic management system is guided by
protocols mostly executed by traffic signal lights. )e con-
ventional traffic control system uses lights, signals, pedes-
trian crossings, and signalling equipment located at the
intersection zone to control traffic flow. Traditional traffic
management system uses time-based scheduling for traffic
management at road intersections. )e innovative traffic
scheduling system improves the idle time associated with
time-based management by involving a set of applications,
management, or command-control and signalling system to
improve a road intersection’s overall traffic performance and
safety. Trafficmanagement applications gather complex real-
time traffic information (vehicle type, vehicle speeds, in-
road, and roadside sensors), analyse it, and use it to provide
safe and efficient traffic control services for all vehicles using
the road facility in real time. However, Tesla, Incorporation,
based in Palo Alto, California, developed electric cars with
high-tech features like autonomous vehicles and has been
changing the growing impact of autonomous car

Table 1: Categorisation based on centralised intersection control.

Method Vehicle type Communication Performance Fairness Safety Scalability Cost Complexity
Cooperative eco-driving
model AV and HV V2I and V2V ++ ++ + + + Minus;

Fuzzy-based AV V2V ++ ++ ++ ++ + Minus;

Automatic merge control AV V2V and V2I + ++ ++ + Minus;
minus; +

Vehicle platooning A V2V and V2I + + + ++ + Minus;
minus;

H Signal + ++ + ++ Minus; +
Cooperative adaptive cruise
control AV V2V + + + ++ ++ +

Game theory-based
intersection control AV Signal + ++ ++ + + Minus;

Genetic algorithm AV Signal + ++ ++ + ++ +

Optimisation approach

AV (CVIC) V2V and V2I + ++ + ++ ++ Minus;
HV (MPC) V2V and V2I ++ ++ ++ + ++ Minus;

AV
(multiagents) Signal + ++ + + Minus; Minus;

Safe velocity and acceleration HV and AV V2V + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Buffer-assignment based
coordinated AV V2V and V2I + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Table 2: Categorisation based on decentralised intersection control.

Method Vehicle
type Communication Performance Fairness Safety Scalability Cost Complexity

Job scheduling AV Signal + + ++ + − −

Optimisation of connected vehicle
environment

AV and
HV Signal ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Marginal gap intersection crossing AV V2V and V2I ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Merge control using virtual vehicles to
map lanes AV Signal, V2V and

V2I ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++

Autonomous agent-based scheduling AV V2V and V2I ++ + + ++ + +

Virtual platooning AV V2V ++ ++ ++ + + −

Our approach: Space-time cell with HV
and AV

AV and
HV

Signal, V2I and
V2V − −

Virtual platooning AV V2V ++ ++ ++ + + −

Space-time cell reservation AV and
HV

Signal, V2I and
V2V ∗∗ ∗∗ ++ ∗∗ ∗∗ +
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integration. Besides the coexistence of mixed traffic on the
roads, traffic risks are predominantly high at road inter-
sections because of the multiroad and multitraffic partici-
pants who converge from different routes to diverge after
crossing the intersection.

Conventional vehicles observe road traffic rules to
protect drivers’ safety and everyone using the road system.
At intersections, human drivers are guided by light traffic
systems, while the driverless vehicles came in with new
technology for accessing the road facilities involving vehicle-
vehicle and vehicle-infrastructure communication. )e
mixed-vehicle integration process has to be built on the
existing road and traffic control infrastructure meant for
human-derived vehicles. )ese technological infrastructures
involve vehicles, road systems, and efficient traffic control
strategies such as car-following model, Cruise control, and
lane-keeping assist system, which have been used in the
human-driven vehicle type control process. Areas of in-
novation will be based on a hybrid strategy to address a
mixed traffic scenario considering the vehicle type inde-
pendent behaviour. However, for the transition period to the
intelligent transportation system, traffic flows which involve
the coexistence of automated-driven and manually operated
vehicles are unavoidable. In this AV and HV coexistence
situation, it will be difficult for the driver of a human-driven
vehicle to predict the movements of an autonomous vehicle
and vice versa, mainly because they both use different
communication parameters. However, this systematic re-
view document analysed and classified state of the art in
mixed traffic management, emphasising the coexistence of
human and autonomous vehicles with a proposal for a
hybrid strategy for controlling the mixed-vehicle. Based on
the reviews of the current research gap in the mixed traffic
system, a proposal is made for an alternative strategy for
managing hybrid vehicles at the intersection and supporting
the mixed-vehicle integration process. Consideration is
based on simulating an efficient and safe traffic management
scheme at road intersections to address a combination of
autonomous and human-driven vehicles. Autonomous ve-
hicles are defined by several different levels, depending on
their capabilities, for example, levels of human control.
Intervehicle communication (IVC) and road-vehicle com-
munication (RVC) are technologies that help drivers per-
ceive the surrounding traffic situation that guide the safety
navigation process. Additionally, the collision point at the
road intersection is identified and used to assign vehicles
crossing the intersection sequentially. Also, a safe distance
model helps drivers maintain a safe distance from the cars
ahead by automatically adjusting the vehicle’s speed. A
cooperative ITS combines the mixed driving behaviour
functions and enables collaboration between the different
vehicle types and their technologies, but it only works with
different autonomous vehicles. )e introduction of new
technology is not usually automatic, and new ones are
gradually replacing the current human-driven vehicles
technology. )ere is an obvious need to integrate driverless
vehicle movement parameters with human-driven vehicles
to midwife the smooth transition to a fully intelligent
transportation system. )is mixed-vehicle integration is

necessary because conventional vehicles currently occupying
the road cannot just be phased out sooner and consider the
enormous autonomous advantages.

Traffic conditions are usually evaluated from traffic
characteristics assessment, utilising several methods, typi-
cally being cleaved into data-driven, model-based, or both. A
summary: the distinct traffic flow modelling methodologies
include microscopic, macroscopic, and mesoscopic flow
models. Microscopic trafficmodels give a detailed, high-level
account of an individual vehicle’s motion. Traffic group
conditions are represented using an aggregated behaviour
for macroscopic traffic models, generally concerning mean
speed and mean density over a specified period or an ob-
servation distance. Mesoscopic models employ microscopic
and macroscopic approaches by utilising varying levels/
degrees of detail to model traffic behaviour. Some road
locations are modelled with aggregated measurements as
macroscopic, and the remaining locations are modelled
down to the details of individual vehicles as is done in the
case of microscopic models. In most cases, modelling traffics
at the macroscopic levels is adequate to generate a sus-
tainable mix-traffic model because they proffered the al-
ternatives for most experimental purposes such as traffic
control/management, road intersection cell reservation, and
road infrastructure model alternatives.

1.1.1. Classification of Traffic Control Means. Based on the
current state-of-the-art in-vehicle technology and road
traffic management for human-driven and driverless vehi-
cles, there are two main approaches to controlling traffic
flow within an intersection; this includes the following:

(i) Traffic signal light: )e HVs use traffic light in its
control process, and it consists of the installation of
signals lights that controls traffic streams by using
different light indicators. )is technology controls
traffic statically and dynamically. Its primary aim is
to prevent the simultaneous movement of two or
more incompatible traffic streams by assigning and
canceling the right-of-way to a particular traffic
stream. However, right-of-way assignment is per-
formed by different signal indicators to a stream of
traffic, which is done by conventions:

Green light� allow passage of cars
amber� get ready to move or to stop
Red� forbidden passage.

)e duration of amber, red, and green intervals in
some countries is determined by traffic regulations,
and it is most frequently specified as 3 seconds for
amber and 2 seconds for red-amber indication.

(ii) V2V and VI communication: )is is for AVs. It
involves a traffic intersection control scheme without
light. In this case, an autonomous or semiautono-
mous vehicle accesses an intersection using vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication means in smoothly controlling
vehicles.
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)e investigation response to research questions: the
following findings were made from the primary studies
concerning the research questions:

Question 1. How does human drivers and autonomous
vehicle behavioural parameters coexist? )e studies revealed
the different components of human-driving and autono-
mous driving system. While the work of [1–4] were inter-
ested in safety, [5, 6] worked primarily on describing mixed
traffic behaviour.

Question 2. How can the human driver’s behaviour be
predicted? )e studies show that component features con-
sidered in predicting the human driver’s attitude on the road
[1–4] are in agreement in terms of the factors to be con-
sidered in predicting the behaviour in mixed traffic.

Question 3. What is the traffic flow performance when cross
collision avoidance traffic control method is applied? )e
different mechanisms adopted on this were treated by
[4, 7, 8], which described these as complex, heterogeneous
backgrounds.

2. Review of Related Literature

)e earliest global traffic signals control system was estab-
lished outside the Houses of Parliament in Britain on 10
December 1868 [9]. )e system is operated manually with
semaphores to control traffic by alternating the right-of-way
to traffics at a fixed time interval. )e few existing traffic flow
models [10, 11] used in modelling a mix-traffic involve
different types of human-driven vehicles, pedestrians, and
cyclists, whose behavioural patterns are heterogeneous but
were implemented based on the concept of homogeneous
traffic model strategies. An Intelligent Traffic System (ITS)
application aims to provide innovative services by com-
bining traffic control strategies with communication tech-
nologies for a seamless and optimal traffic flow. Figure 1
represents fully intelligent transportation system features
involving all traffic participants (this includes vehicles, cy-
clists, pedestrians, and animal like dogs), with seamless
communication between all the participants.)e ITS feature
provides a communication platform for all the road users,
ranging from communication among traffics, communica-
tions between traffic and road infrastructure, traveller’s
information, and most importantly, improved traffic safety.
)e primary measurement parameters for an efficient road
traffic management system are as follows.

(i) Good driving experience.
(ii) Reduction in commuting/travel time.
(iii) Congestion reduction.
(iv) Traffic efficiency improvement.
(v) Fuel consumption reduction.
(vi) Accident reduction.
(vii) Pollution reduction.

An early approach to automation in vehicles started with
the Automated Highway System (AHS) [12–15]. )is review
focuses on the impact of autonomous vehicle integration on
road intersection capacity utilisation and the flow efficiency in a
mixed traffic scenario of AVs and HVs. Papers [16, 17] pro-
posed a coordinated intersection signal design for mixed traffic
flow of human-driven and connected vehicles. )e advent of
automated vehicles led to the birth of vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, which inadvertently
led to road intersection control management without traffic
lights but has smooth and efficient traffic flows with reasonable
safety measures. Automated vehicles (AVs) have shown the
capacity to improve the safety and efficiency of traffic flowwith
its environmental awareness by reducing and mitigating traffic
accidents in real time with a seamless flow of traffic and the
suitable safety measures [18–21]. However, according to [22],
the road’s capacity can be increased with an increase in the
cooperation level between vehicles when their behaviours are
homogeneous, but this feature could be extended to a het-
erogeneous traffic system by improving the cooperation levels
between AVs and HVs. Improving the cooperation level be-
tween AVs and HVs makes this study of traffic mix more
complex considering the underlining difference in the be-
haviour of the two cars categories. Moreover, the simulation
results from the study by [23] show that, from mixing auto-
mated vehicles (AVs) and human-driven (or manually con-
trolled) vehicles, the road capacity will start decreasing when
compared with homogeneous traffic. Paper [23] states that the
road capacity ofmixed traffic could increase 2.5 times when the
percentage of automated vehicles is more than 70%.

2.1. Intelligent Transportation System. An intelligent trans-
portation system is an innovative traffic control management
application that guarantees an efficient traffic flow system

Figure 1: Intelligent transportation involving traffics, pedestrians,
and animals.
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with a better informed, safer, more coordinated, and more
creative use of traffic information and infrastructure. It is an
economically optimised solution to general traffic problems.
ITS employs traffic and road infrastructure technologies to
reduce congestion by monitoring traffic flow performance
using sensors or cameras or analysing mobile phone data and
rerouting traffic through navigational devices as the need may
arise. )e advent of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
in the last decades has resulted in a dramatic change in traffic
management. ITS have changed the approach to traffic
planning, monitoring, management/control, and throughput
enhancement. Intelligent transport systems (ITS) are com-
patible with modern vehicles as they use state-of-the-art
communications devices (electronics, navigation) and data
analysis technologies to enhance the throughput of the
existing road traffic system. )is review aims at investigating
the measure to be taken in integrating AV and HV using ITS
to benefit HV traffic behaviour in the following aspect: safety,
throughput, comfort, fuel reduction, and decreasing other
unfavourable environmental effects.

Models with intelligent transportation features like
Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS) [5] and
Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) [24] pro-
vide travellers with real-time information for travel decision
making purposes like the shortest path to its destination and
traffic congestion measures, respectively. )e ITS, which are
classified into three categories: mobility, safety, and envi-
ronmental, will drive the integration process of AVs and
HVs. Other ITS model applications include

(i) smart city traffic systems,
(ii) vehicle navigation equipment (Satnav),
(iii) vehicle cruise control systems,
(iv) platooning.

)e popularity of autonomous vehicles is increasing, and
it is highly expected that the coexistence of AV and HV will
persist as a part of the intelligent transportation system (ITS)
for many decades.)e traffic coexistence of AVs and HVs will
benefit HVs in a mixed traffic environment by enhancing the
performance parameters of AV (like shortening the inter-
vehicle distance of AV) and HVs throughput and safety in a
mixed environment. Traffic congestion in most cities has been
overgrowing with universal mobility pressure and safety is-
sues. Irrespective of the fact that the number of traffic is on the
rise constructing new roads is constrained by meager public
funds and deep environmental concerns. Robust traffic
control management and traveller services are essential to
enhance the efficiency of the existing road system infra-
structure and improve the quality of service in amixed-vehicle
environment without constructing additional road capacity
separately for AV and HV. Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) requires a specific traffic environment and behaviour for
productive traffic observation and management.

2.1.1. Autonomous Vehicle (AV). An autonomous vehicle
senses and observes its surrounding environment and takes
an informed decision based on its aim, target/destination,

and the surrounding environment for its safety [25]. A fully
autonomous vehicle does not need direct human inter-
vention to achieve its movement objectives when in motion.
Autonomous vehicles are intelligent-based vehicles [1, 26]
that control themselves with electronics devices of ultrasonic
sensors, radars, and sensors-video cameras. Some of the
advantages of autonomous vehicles are the significant in-
crease in road safety, which reduces traffic deaths, harmful
emissions, travel time, and fuel economy. Besides, auton-
omous vehicles eliminate stop-and-go waves of traffic with
an increase in lane capacity. )e communication features of
the autonomous vehicle create a potential platform for the
application of seamless and highly safe traffic management
approaches. )e actual reality of autonomous vehicles is yet
to appear after years of confidence from the information
technology and car technology industries. In 2015, BMW
launched a self-driving prototype car along the autobahn
[27], with the promise that, by 2020, entirely unaided self-
driving vehicles would come to stay in real life but, un-
fortunately, in the last month of 2020, this dream has not
come to reality because of the challenges associated with the
AV and HV integration process.

In 2019, Musk claimed that a one million global fleet of
Teslas self-driving cars would be in place by 2020 [28]. )ese
Teslas robotics taxis, like cars, will earn their owner money
while they sleep or are on holiday. )is projection by Musk
has not been realised as of today because of the challenges
involved in the autonomous vehicle integration process for a
seamless AV coexistence with conventional vehicles (HV).
Besides, Waymo, in 2018 [29], asserts that its fleet of 20,000
Jaguar I-Pace electric cars would utter up to one million
autonomous cars per day soon. However, it did not feel very
confident that December 2021 is feasible for the realisation
of the full fleets of autonomous vehicles, which can take us to
the shops or workplace from home and extended the self-
drive to cover everyday activities. )is full emergence of a
fully autonomous vehicle on the road is hindered by the
following significant challenges: coexistence with the hu-
man-driven vehicle and useful sensors for seeing the envi-
ronment around them and detecting objects such as
pedestrians, other vehicles, and road signs. )e problem
surrounding the current human-driven vehicle road system
and its coexistence with autonomous vehicles could be
solved with machine learning applications for its safety
behaviour. Besides the above challenges, we still have the
challenges associated with autonomous vehicles’ regulation
and social acceptability.

2.1.2. Human-Driven Vehicle (HV). A human-driven ve-
hicle has a human being at the wheel that controls the
vehicle’s full kinetic operations based on human perception.
Human drivers’ behaviour is unpredictable and associated
with a delay in making a driving decision. Autonomous
vehicles’ behaviour is in the sink with intelligent driving
systems where vehicles sense the environment and create a
driving decision in real time based on current traffic envi-
ronment status, which serves as input to the system. )e
traffic flow theories relate to different traffic modelling
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approaches, namely: microscopic, macroscopic, and meso-
scopic traffic flow models. )ese followed a matrix of cate-
gorisation of the different traffic management schemes with
their pros and cons; this can be seen in Tables 2 and 3. Traffic
management parameters involve a set of applications and
management tools to enhance the efficiency of road trans-
portation systems, all-inclusive traffic control, effectiveness, and
security. An efficient traffic light signal system should regularly
maximise the available intersection space by adjusting traffic
control and coordinating traffic parameters based on the
available vehicles.)is consists of the installation of signal lights
that control traffic streams by using different light indicators
whose primary aim is to prevent simultaneous movement of
two or more incompatible traffic schedules by assigning and
canceling the right-of-way to a set of traffic schedules [30–34].

Most research studies conducted for mixed traffic systems
[35] assume an environment of different vehicles size and a
mix of vehicles and human beings, while very few researchers
have investigated a combination of automatically and man-
ually operated vehicles. Contribution from [7] whose work
concentrated on fully mixed environments of human and
autonomous vehicles (but the focus was on straight roads)
investigated and quantified driver behaviour changes due to
the spread of autonomous vehicles. )is review paper focuses
on a hybrid intersection that combines different traffic control
strategies and clarifies how to cope with safety and efficient
traffic flow in amixed environment.Wakui et al. [8] proposed
a reduction in the time it takes for a vehicle to pass through an
intersection using IVC and RVC technology through the
collision avoidance model. However, their experiments as-
sumed that the vehicles passing through the intersection only
were autonomous vehicles implementing ITS functions and a
mixed environment of human beings crossing the road.
Sharon et al. [36] also proposed an intersection entry using a
traffic signal that has sensing technology to detect nonau-
tonomous vehicles, as well as technology that communicates
with autonomous vehicles.

3. Transition from Human-Driven to
Autonomous Vehicle Technology

)e rate of autonomous vehicles emergence appears to be
increasing with a glaring impact on human drivers vehicle
performance. Modern vehicles are designed with some
autonomous attributes, such as adaptive cruise and elec-
tronic stability control systems. Vehicle autonomy is a
stagewise process with a baseline from the human-driving
system and subsequent enhancement to address the human-
driving system’s challenges. According to [6, 37], the vehicle
automation process has been divided into five levels based
on the level of human assistance. )e vehicle autonomy level
is a gradual automation enhancement in the human-driving
system to a fully autonomous vehicle driving system. We
have six levels of vehicle autonomy stages.

3.1. Level 0: No Automation. )is stage is the traditional
driving system where a human being is responsible for
absolute vehicle control. At this level, there is 100% human

control for the vehicle. Human drivers handle the vehicle’s
motion (acceleration and deceleration process), steering
control, and safety intervention systems response.

3.2. Level 1: Driver Assistance. Here, the human driver is
being assisted with the task of controlling the speed of each
one of the vehicles via cruise control and position and
through lane guidance.)e human driver must be active and
observe roads and vehicles every time and take control when
the need arises. )e human driver is responsible for con-
trolling the vehicle steering wheel and the brake/throttle
pedals. At this level of automation, the steering and pedals
control of the vehicle is done by a human being. For ex-
ample, the vehicle adaptive cruise control and parking as-
sistant system belong to this level of automation.

3.3. Level 2:Partial Self-Driving. At this automation level, the
computer is designed to control the vehicle’s speed and lane
position in some defined or secluded environment. )e
driver may disengage off the steering control and pedals at
this level but is expected to observe navigation to assist in the
vehicle control if the need arises.)e control of the vehicle at
this level is fully automated in a particular environment.)is
level of automation provides the driver with options to
intervene in controlling both pedals and the steering wheel
at the same time automatically if necessary.

3.4. Level 3: Limited Self-Driving. )is level is the beginning
of the complete disengagement to complete control and fully
independent control of vehicles in some secluded envi-
ronment. It involves comprehensively monitoring the ve-
hicle’s motion along the road and then triggers for drivers’
assistance as the need arises. When a vehicle is in self-control
mode, the driver does not need to monitor vehicle road and
traffic navigation but must be ready to control when re-
quired. )is stage is associated with the risk of safety liability
for incidence. At this critical automation level, the vehicle
has a specific model to take driving charge in certain con-
ditions, but the driver must take the control back when the
system requests it. )e driver’s attention is highly needed as
the vehicle on its own can make lane changes and event
response decisions and uses the human driver as a backup in
a high-risk environment.

3.5. Level 4: Full Self-Driving under Certain Conditions.
)is level involves complete vehicle control with or without
a human driver in certain situations or environments. An
example of this condition is urban ride-sharing. )e driver’s
role, if present, is to provide the destination of the vehicle.
)is level is safer than level 3 as the vehicle has complete

Table 3: List of data sources.

Source type Name of database

Online databases IEEEXplore, springer, ACM,
ArXiv DOAJ, PUBMED, DfT

Search engines Google Scholar, citeSeerx
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control of itself under a suitable or isolated/controlled en-
vironment without any request for driver’s intervention.)e
vehicle takes care of its safety challenges at this level.

3.6. Level 5: Full Self-Driving underAll Conditions. )is is the
destination of vehicle automation where vehicles operate
absolutely on their own. At this level, human intervention is
not needed as the vehicle drives its self. )is is an entire
automation stage without any human intervention.)e level
of full vehicle autonomy goes with the state-of-the-art en-
vironment control protocols, advanced detection devices,
and vision response and uses real-time obstacle position
measurements for guidance and safety purposes.

4. Autonomous Intersection Management

)e emergence of an autonomous driving system led to the
advent of autonomous road intersections management
system. Inmost cases, an autonomous road intersection does
not make use of traffic light control because it is assumed
that all the AVs make use of sensors. For an intersection to
be autonomous, it must be equipped with sensors, roadside
communication units, and other intelligent transportation
system devices.

In the proposed intersection control scheme, conven-
tional vehicles use a traffic light signal system, while au-
tonomous vehicles access road facilities via wireless
communication platforms: vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-in-
frastructure communication. Human-driven vehicles only
involve driver-to-road infrastructure communication (one-
way communication), while autonomous vehicles are
equipped with intelligent navigational collision avoidance
features with a 2-way communication system. )e deploy-
ment of new technologies is usually a gradual process with
high-risk factors being considered.)e latest technology will
gradually replace the current technology while integrating
autonomous vehicle movement parameters with the human-
driven vehicle to midwife; the smooth transition to a fully
automated or intelligent city is necessary for society to enjoy
the full benefit of AVs.

Papers [2, 3, 38] suggest that autonomous vehicles have a
very high prospect to increase traffic efficiency by reducing
traffic congestion through improved cooperation among
vehicles. Also, AVs can enhance the efficiency of intersection
capacity, enhance the safety margins in a car-following/
platoon model, and improve the road users’ welfare. Re-
search in autonomous vehicles and their integration process
has been in researchers’ eyes for a while because of the
increasing population with existing traffic congestion
challenges, urbanisation, and the enormous advantages of
autonomous vehicles.

4.1. Classification of Means of Traffic Control.
Consideration is based on the two principal means of traffic
control communication and flow management at an in-
tersection. Based on the state-of-the-art in-vehicle tech-
nology and road traffic management strategy as it is applied

to human-driven and autonomous vehicles, below is a list of
the traffic light communication means:

(i) Traffic Light Control: Most nations usually adopt
two types of traffic light control processes. )ese are
the fixed time and dynamic/event-driven traffic
control modes.

Fixed time-based scheduling systems: )is control
process is configured to turn on and off or switch in
between the different road segments using the three
lights sequentially after a given period, in terms of
control flexibility and coordination capability.
Event-driven scheduling system, which is the dy-
namic traffic light control systems, on the other
hand, is more appropriate for dense traffic control
based on queue length and vehicle arrival sequence
or is on the traffic density from each trajectory.

(ii) Connected Vehicle Control: )is traffic control
process involves vehicles that communicate with
each other (V2V) or roadside units (V2I). )e
connected vehicles control process schedules traffic
at road intersections without traffic lights. )ese
control measures allow the traffic agent to access the
vehicle location and trajectory information which is
used in analysing and managing services such as
collision prevention or traffic lane maintenance and
other traffic control measures. )e work is based on
Gipp’s model of collision avoidance. In this case,
autonomous or semiautonomous vehicle accesses
intersections using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or ve-
hicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication means
[4, 39–42].

An efficient urban traffic management and control
framework strategies are usually designed based on cen-
tralised and decentralised approaches.

(i) Centralised Approach: )is approach has in com-
mon at least one scheduling component of all the
road segments. It can also power the traffic light and
at the same time incorporates vehicle-to-infra-
structure (V2I) or vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tion. In some instances, an intersection agent (IA),
upon the receipt of requests from vehicles to cross
the intersection, schedules them and determines the
best crossing sequence as proposed by [43]. In this
method of traffic control strategy, as reflected in
Table 2, at least one factor in the traffic scheduling
characteristics or features is centrally decided for all
vehicles in the scheme through a coordination unit.
When a significant decision is made for at least one
of the factors, it is called a centralised approach
[44–47].

(ii) Decentralised Approach: Instead of using traffic
lights or a manager, the decentralised solution relies
on vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) contact synchronisa-
tion, enabling vehicles to cross an intersection
without anticipating their potential trajectory. In this
category and Table 3, all the vehicles are handled as
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autonomous agents but use the interaction between
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure to
maximise their communication and control effi-
ciency. In this case, however, the individual agents
(vehicle) receive information from other vehicles
and/or roadside infrastructure to enhance perfor-
mance criteria like safety, efficiency, and travel time
before accessing the intersection [48–53]. )e cor-
relation used in intersection control with the un-
derpinning technologies with the evaluation of its
performance matrix is as shown in Table 3.

4.2. Classification Matrix for the Different Traffic Control
Measure. In general, homogeneous and heterogeneous
traffic control strategies were reviewed based on mixed
traffic environment compatibility. )e classification as-
sessment aims to look out for the traffic control features that
could benefit the coexistence of AH and HV. Each column
header of the classification matrix table describes the per-
formance index of various methods and identifies which
characteristics are to balance. Tables 1 and 2 present a de-
tailed picture of components for consideration in developing
a robust hybrid-based system with some degree of safety,
high performance, low costing, scalability, and adaptability.
)e classification categories are based on the following
criteria:

(i) Method: )is involves the underpinning features
of traffic management strategy consisting of sys-
tematic planning, designing, control, implement-
ing, observation, measurement, formulation,
testing, and modification of the traffic manage-
ment system to solve a complex traffic problem.
Most traffic control methods involve direct com-
munication between traffics and road infrastruc-
tures, such as signs, signals, and pavement
markings. )e primary objective of any traffic
control system is to guarantee safety and optimised
traffic flow. )e control strategy orchestrate the
traffic flow, such as deciding which car may drive
or wait.

(ii) Vehicle Type: Vehicle type means the category of
vehicle driving system characteristics of human-
driven or autonomous driven vehicles. )is
component describes the two-vehicle distinct
category: autonomous vehicles (AVs) and human-
driven vehicles (HVs). Besides, the vehicle classi-
fication is done based on the communication ca-
pability with the intersection control unit, while
the assumption is made for all the vehicles to be of
the same physical dimension.

(iii) Performance Index (PI): )is is a measure of traffic
flow efficiency, where +, ++ mean good and best
performance, respectively. Every traffic intersec-
tion control model has a performance index (PI)
that indicates the overall efficiency of the vehicle’s
control method. )e traffic control efficiency s is

measured based on the delay associated with traffic
flow.)e traffic control performance measurement
and monitoring significantly impact the design,
implementation, and management of traffic con-
trol models and, to a large extent, contribute to the
identification, comparison, and assessment of al-
ternative traffic management strategies.

(iv) Means of Communication: )ese are the channels
within a medium that vehicle and roadside devices
use in sending signals or messages across to each
other at the road intersection. Traffic light signal
and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infra-
structure (V2I) communication are their means of
vehicle control communication. )is represents
the means of vehicle intercommunication where
the signal from a traffic light, V2V, and V2I
wireless transmission of data that occurs between
vehicles is communicated for AV. Road intersec-
tion-vehicular communication systems involve
networks in which vehicles and roadside units
communicate for a free and safe traffic flow. )e
communicating devices (vehicles/drivers and road
roadside devices) provide each other with traffic
information such as expected arrival time, speed,
position, and direction, effective in collision
avoidance and traffic congestion.

(v) Fairness: In the intersection management contest,
fairness is the impartial and just treatment or
behaviour without favoritism or discrimination to
traffics. Fairness metrics are the waiting time used
in traffic network engineering to determine
whether traffic participants are treated fairly,
considering traffic efficiency. )e fairness measure
to traffic requests at the intersection is based on a
classification algorithm using the vehicle of the first
arrival and queue lengths.)is feature takes care of
the waiting time among vehicles, in which case, the
principle of “FIFO” is obeyed at the point of an
intersection unless there is a priority request from
an emergency vehicle.

(vi) Safety: )e road traffic safety matrix refers to the
approaches and strategies applied in preventing
traffic collisions or road accidents at the inter-
section. Every traffic management solution usually
defines the potential collision areas before making
optimal decisions about which countermeasures to
use and when they should be used to fix inter-
section safety issues.)is deals with the percentage
efficiency of the control system’s safety in pre-
venting vehicle collisions or accidents. )ough
there is no ideal system considering human error,
health and safety issues are paramount in traffic
management methods.

(vii) Scalability: “Scaling a road intersection” means to
“increase or grow several roads that join together
in an intersection” or “increase the size of a road
segment network or several intersections that
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make up the intersection network generally.” )is
is the estimate of a system’s potentials to vary the
roads infrastructure like roads size, and the
number of the lane is of interest. Besides, scalability
is related to both efficiency and cost in response to
changes in application and device processing de-
mands. For a new system to serve the test of time,
the systemmust pose the capability or potentials to
be expanded to address more complex traffic
control challenges and scenarios with a different
type of road network and size. )is scalability
component addresses the following question: is the
new system robust enough to be applied in another
area of the traffic intersection management
problem? What is the risk factor involved in ap-
plying it to more complex traffic intersections?

(viii) Cost: )is cost component could be quantified
with a variable. In analysing the intersection design
and deployment cost of different traffic control
methods, the comparison process could be based
on any of the following cost matrices:

)e initial project capital cost: )is takes care of
the cost of implementation and deployment,
which involves the total cost of preliminary de-
sign and analysis of the method, right-of-way,
utilities, and construction.
Operation and maintenance cost: )is is an on-
going cost associated with the intersection
throughout and the design life. According to [54],
the relative or average annual cost of lighting an
intersection includes maintenance and power
supply, which is in EU nations.
Delay cost: According to the Texas Transportation
Institute’s 2012 Urban Mobility Report [54], the
cost of an hour of delay of vehicles at road in-
tersection is . )is report quantifies the amount of
congestion in cities across the US and provides
many cost-related impacts of congestion.
Safety cost: )is is the computation of the
expected number of collisions that may be
associated with each of the control methods.
)is component looks at how safe the strategy
is and the cost of the risk factors associated
with it.

(ix) Complexity: )e design and implementation of a
road traffic intersection range from a simple road
network joining two roads to a complicated and
convergence of several high-volume multilane
road networks. )e management of intersection is
directly proportional to its complexity. )e more
complex an intersection is, the more expensive it
will be to maintain or manage it. Besides, com-
plexity describes how complex an intersection is
and its time to execute a traffic scheduling algo-
rithm. )erefore, complexity deals with how dif-
ficult the traffic control can be implemented in real
time and how to resolve the errors.

Tables 2 and 3 show a matrix of classification used to
quantify the quality of each traffic control feature concerning
traffic management strategy and efficiency. )e signs
0, +, − , ++, and − − are used in this order to show statistical
impact levels of nonimpact, adverse impact, positive impact,
major negative impact, and significant positive impact, re-
spectively. A detailed pros and cons matrix of each reviewed
traffic management method was analysed in Table 3.

4.3. :e State of the Art in Mix-Traffic Management.
Currently, there is a large diversity of research going on in
mixed traffic generally, which are mostly directed towards
different traffic participants: human-driven vehicles (cars,
buses, trucks), motorcycles, bicycles, and pedestrians, which
exposes very few design details for a mix of HVs and AVs. To
fully embrace the emergence of AV and HV, research in a
mix of human-driven and autonomous vehicle coexistence is
necessary to provide the enabling environment needed for
the integration process. Generally, the state of the art in the
conventional human-driven traffic management applica-
tions was implemented using the event-driven traffic light
control system. However, there are drawbacks in the level of
traffic cooperation, throughput, and safety when these
methods are implemented in a mixed scenario because of the
complexities involved in a mix of AV and HV behaviour.
)e emergence of autonomous vehicles has moved human
drivers’ role from active control operation to a passive su-
pervisory role. With a closer look at the modern road ve-
hicles, one will observe a high-level advancement in the
automation of most vehicle devices, like adaptive cruise
control, obstacle maneuvers, and automated brake systems,
to mention but a few. Paper [55] proposed a reducing
horizon model predictive control (MPC) with dynamic
platoon splitting and integration rules for AVs and HVs,
which mostly ease out the trajectory problem and prevent
any shock wave but do not concurrently optimise the tra-
jectory and signal timing of the road intersection. )ere are
some traffic management techniques; paper [56–60] inves-
tigated the impact of integrating AVs on the existing roads to
coexist with the HV’s, but most of the model performance
efficiency is below average because of the cooperation levels
of the vehicle type.)e heterogeneous nature involved in the
driving behaviour and the vehicle communication param-
eters will naturally exacerbate the cooperation level between
the two vehicles, thereby drastically reducing the traffic flow
efficiency. How will the mix work with different vehicle
behaviour in a mixed traffic system while maintaining the
full vehicle characteristics at reasonable traffic efficiency?
)e current research on mixed traffic [56–60] looked crit-
ically on a highway road system using the following three
main traffic flow characteristics components:

(i) Vehicle characteristics.
(ii) Driving behaviour.
(iii) Road system characteristics.

)is work appears interesting, but it was only restricted
at the microscopic level which will definitely give one a
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different result at the macroscopic level when many vehicles
are involved.

In a mix-traffic system, microscopic models are used to
model each vehicle as a kind of particle. )e interactions
among cars are modelled with simulations with each com-
ponent of the proposed framework verified. Each car type is
modelled with the cars and the road interaction protocol
system implemented in the proposed mix-traffic framework.
)is framework is verified through simulations involving 3-
way and 4-way intersection environments with a full detailed
assessment of the impact of each vehicle type. )e critical
challenge in agent-based traffic simulation is recreating
practical traffic flow at macro and micro levels. By seeing
traffic flows as emergent phenomena, [61] proposed a mul-
tiagent-based traffic simulator because drivers’ behaviour is a
crucial factor that gives rise to traffic congestion. According to
[62], car agent’s behaviours are often implemented by ap-
plying car-following theories using a continuous one-di-
mensional roadmodel. Paper [63] proposed amultilevel agent
composed of agents models involving micro-meso, micro-
macro, meso-macro simulation framework to address a large
scale road mixed traffic system using an organisational
modelling approach.)emultiple-leader car-followingmodel
involves a heterogeneous mixture of vehicle types that lack
lane discipline. According to [64–66], these traffic conditions
lead to a complex driving maneuver that combines vehicle
motion in the lateral and longitudinal direction that needed to
address multiple-leader following. Papers [66, 67] sought to
simplify mixed traffic modelling by developing a control
technique based on the concept of virtual lane shifts, which
entered on identifying significant lateral changes as a signal of
a lane-changing situation. Because the vehicle’s behaviour is
not homogeneous, the following driver’s behaviour is not
necessarily influenced by a single leader but is mainly de-
pendent on the type of the front vehicle.

4.4. Connected Vehicle Communication. Vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications
are both possible in a connected vehicle system [68]. )e
cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) systems can
safely drive vehicles with very short head-ways by forming
platoons to increase road traffic flow capability [30, 31, 69].
CAVs’ advanced technologies open up a world of possi-
bilities for developing novel traffic flow management ap-
proaches, such as cooperative adaptive cruise control
(CACC), speed harmonisation, and signal control, to name a
few. With much room for improvement in traffic safety,
quality, and environmental sustainability, the intersection
coordination scheme has obtained broad research interests
[70–73] [53, 74–76]. For several years, the idea of following a
vehicle with a short gap in CACC has been generalised to
provide a new and efficient intersection control model, in
which nearly conflicting vehicles approaching from different
directions will cross the intersection with marginal gaps
without using a traffic signal. Optimising the level of co-
operation between vehicles will enable automated vehicles to
reach their maximum potential to reduce traffic congestion,
reduce travel time, and increase intersection capability.

However, Omae et al. [30] suggested a virtual platooning
system for automated vehicle control at an intersection that
allows vehicles to pass through without pausing, but this
approach is not feasible in a mixed environment because of
the presence of HVs. Vehicles in both lanes are deemed to be
in a virtual lane situation, and their intersection interference
is taken into account. )ey are separately managed so that
they can safely follow the leading platoon’s vehicle. )e
system, which was tested using four electric vehicles fitted
with automated driving and V2V communication tech-
nologies at a one-way intersection, resulted in a significant
reduction in traffic congestion.

4.4.1. Review Strategy. )is systematic review of Road In-
tersection Coordination Scheme for Hybrid Vehicles (Hu-
man-Driven and Autonomous Vehicles) is based on the
below guidelines as reflected in Table 3.

4.4.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. )e review strategies
employed the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the selected
primary studies research materials reflected in Table 4. )is
table contains the publication source, the category, and the
numbers of material utilised.

)e exclusion criteria include the following:

(i) Materials with inadequate reference information.
(ii) Articles concerned mainly with the human-driven

traffic scheduling scheme.
(iii) Studies that also review papers of homogeneous

traffic management without addressing mixed
traffic scenarios.

(iv) Conference papers, which have also been published
in a journal.

)e inclusion criteria include the following:

(i) Articles on general mixed traffic management.
(ii) Articles that discussed traffic intersection schedul-

ing scheme.
(iii) Journals ranked by the Scientific Journal Ranking

(SJR).
(iv) Conferences ranked by the Computing Research

Education (CORE).
(v) Papers presented in the English language.

By applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 44
studies were selected, as summarised in Table 2. Table 3
shows a distribution of the materials from the search by year
of publication.

4.4.3. Data Extraction and Analysis Based on Traffic Control
Parameters. Table 5 gives a snapshot of the relationship
between the primary studies used in this review. From this,
we can extract the important information from the selected
studies. )e following strategies are adopted.

(i) Answer the individual research question.
(ii) Search for additional information within the study.
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(iii) Identify research gaps and provide recommenda-
tions for further studies.

)e classification matrix in Tables 1 and 2 summarises
the traffic control strategies, their performance, and findings
from the primary studies. From the investigation, each paper
is reviewed and analysed to know the exact problem solved
and the strategy used in solving it. )is included the
component of interest and the features or characteristics of
the parameters required in solving the problem.)e research
review also seeks to determine if the studies considered the
impact of the traffic flow control strategies on traffic effi-
ciency, safety, and travel time constraints. While
[9, 11, 12, 15, 17] solved the intersection optimisation and
efficiency problem, [15, 18, 19, 40] presented the techniques
for analysing intersection safety.

5. Research Gap

)ere appears to be a wide range of adoptable microscopic
simulation models for lane-following homogeneous traffic
based on the current literature [77]. Gipp’s car-following
model’s unidirectional (longitudinal) interaction is not
suitable for two-dimensional mixed traffic modelling. )e
existing mix-traffic models are unable to describe the lateral
vehicle interactions using the theory of the car-following
model because of the driver behaviour. )e number of
vehicle types present and the relationship between the lateral
and longitudinal characteristics and vehicle speed play a
significant role in managing heterogeneous traffic behaviour
in a mixed AV and HV. )e current literature confirms that
there are typical constraints in the car-following model [78]
which are its rigidity to longitudinal vehicle dynamics pa-
rameters: safe distance, maximum speed, and acceleration/
deceleration rate. Besides, the recognition and integration of
these traffic parameters that control the complex 2-di-
mensional vehicle behavioural models of traffic participants
are critical tasks towards a new research direction. Cur-
rently, there has been minimal real-time data from mix-
traffic of AV and HV studies; the little that is available
consists mainly of assumptions based on the traffic flow
theories and simulation. Most existing traffic models are
only suitable for describing a homogeneous traffic envi-
ronment using healthy lane behaviour. To solve the mix-
traffic problem effectively, a model should simultaneously
describe AV and HV types’ lateral and longitudinal be-
haviours using the microscopic simulation model. As a
result, an in-depth analysis of vehicle lateral and longitudinal
movements is needed to assess driver behaviour in this

heterogeneous traffic flow system. Currently, no widely used
traffic theory could exhaustively simulate a 2-dimensional
mix-traffic flow involving a lateral and longitudinal
behavioural model because of the intricate human-driving
behavioural pattern involved. It is only a robust 2-dimen-
sional traffic flow model that can perfectly describe the
characteristics of vehicles with complex behaviour that can
successfully simulate a mix-traffic of AV and HV. However,
few studies attempted to develop an integrated and robust
driving behaviour model, but the proposed model efficiency
was below average. Some of the model are as shown below:

(i) Multiple-leader car-following, road tides (rise and
fall of the road surface).

(ii) Tailgating (driving dangerously close to a leading
vehicle making it impossible that they would be able
to avoid a crash if the driver braked quickly).

(iii) Filtering (which involves moving past queues of
stationary or slow-moving traffic).

(iv) Swerving in a dull mix-traffic setting (involves using
operational data received to identify a potentially
high-risk or unsafe driving behaviour by the first
vehicle).

Most existing mix-traffic models employed the basic
principles of homogeneous traffic models development,
which deviate from the heterogeneous nature of a mix of AV
and HV. Paper [79] proposed a Generate-Spatio-Temporal-
Data (GSTD) algorithm for generating two-dimensional
moving points over time as a line in three-dimensional space
or rectangular data that follow an extended set of distri-
butions. )is work of [79] was extended by [80, 81] with the
introduction of new parameters to create more realistic
object movements and permit the creation of trajectories
originating from objects moving in an obstructed envi-
ronment. However, the works of the above three authors did
not consider a road intersection as the basis of its simulation.
In contrast, other researchers like [82] considered their
model as a network but not in a mixed traffic environment.

Traffic intersection is the major part of the road segment
that experiences high traffic congestion and high-risk level.
)e regression approach or the gap-acceptance method is
often used to analyse the intersection performance, but
previous research [83–85]has found that the gap-acceptance
approach has a few disadvantages, like its inability to be used
on traffic streams that do not follow a consistent pattern of
cars behaviour. )e gap-acceptance theory fails when a
mixed behaviour of aggressive and gentle cars coexists. )e
basic car-following model was designed for homogeneous
traffic conditions whose parameters utilisation cannot ef-
fectively address mix-traffic conditions. In a heterogeneous

Table 5: Problem solved in primary study.

Type of problem Study
Communication [10, 14–17, 20]
Intervehicle time [5, 19, 23, 26, 28]
Entry distance [9, 32, 34, 35, 37]

Table 4: Selected primary studies.

Sources Journal Conf. Paper Selected
IEEEXplore 3 62 62 32
Springer 18 6 24 7
CiteSeerX 1 1 2 1
Google scholar 2 3 2 2
DfT 2 4 3 2
Total 26 75 93 44
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traffic behaviour scenario, the current research direction in
mixed traffic is to apply the technique of the homogeneous
car-following model to heterogeneous mix-traffic models. A
proposal is made for the combination of the intelligent
driver model (IDM) [86] proposed for a single-lane road
with the Gazis–Herman–Rothery (GHR) heterogeneous
traffic behaviour model for a complex 2-dimensional mixed
traffic of AV and HV. )is will go a long way to address the
research gap of evaluation of 2-dimensional traffic using
both a linear and IDM traffic flow model. However, Gipps’
model modification was used on a single-lane route to
provide vehicle-type-based parameters for various combi-
nations of cars, trucks, and buses.

Simulation of Mixed Traffic Mobility (SiMTraM) is a
standard car-following model simulator that could be
modified to create a new approach to modelling heteroge-
neous traffic flow conditions involving AV and HV. Also,
Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) is an open-source
multimodal traffic simulation package that is a compact,
microscopic, and continuous system which is used to
simulate mixed traffic involving vehicles, public transport,
and pedestrians. It is designed to manage massive traffic
networks. However, SiMTraM and SUMO have a downside
as they cannot comprehend vehicle behaviour in various
traffic environments. In addition tomodelling amixed traffic
mix flow scenario, assessing the effect of each traffic par-
ticipant on individual vehicle behaviour is needed for an
effective description of the traffic flow. )is model can ac-
count for the dynamic interactions between individual ve-
hicles, road structures, and the need for model calibration
and validation using real-time data.

Because drivers tend to maintain a safe gap with other
vehicles to avoid a collision, the safe distance modelling ap-
proach is reliable in simulating the longitudinal movements of
different vehicles in a mixed traffic stream. Furthermore,
compared to fuzzy logic models, cellular automata models
appear to be more appropriate for modelling lateral interac-
tions or lane-changing behaviour of vehicles that evolve
through a number of discrete time steps. Incorporating ve-
hicle-type-dependent behaviour in mixed traffic conditions of
car-following models to precisely recognise the driving be-
haviour is the right direction to go in optimising a mix of AVs
andHVs coexistence. In the basic car-followingmodel, a traffic
collision is imminent when the leading vehicle’s operation is
uncertain, resulting in a decrease in relative spacing between
the vehicles group, thereby jeopardising the safe following
distance. Azevedo made an essential contribution to devel-
oping a safe distance model that successfully estimated actual
vehicle behaviour in various traffic conditions. However, the
model’s accuracy in estimating the safe distance remains
unclear because the safe distance is a critical aspect of the traffic
model which needs to be captured in the circular automation.

6. Conclusion

)is section presents the summary background of literature
in mixed traffic management, with fundamentals in de-
scribing traffic control systems and details of the impact of
traffic control parameters. )e related literature on

conventional traffic management, intelligent transportation,
and mix-traffic management systems is captured in detail.
)e state-of-the-art methods in managing heterogeneous
traffic systems are investigated with suggested solutions to
addressing mixed traffic problems from the state-of-the-art
mixed traffic management strategies. From the above review
of traffic modelling, it is often hard for mesoscopic models to
discretise or represent traffic accurately and they are
therefore not often used in traffic simulation and modelling.
)e microscopic and macroscopic traffic simulation mod-
elling approaches are often used in traffic modelling because
they can easily describe the full details of an individual
vehicle and group of vehicles, respectively. From the fun-
damental diagrams of traffic flow, the proposed AVHV
control mixed traffic flow could be realised by combining
both microscopic andmacroscopic trafficmodel parameters.
However, microscopic models and simulation tools could
perfectly forecast traffic in a more detailed way. )erefore,
the microscopic model is proposed to predict the behaviour
of individual vehicles in mix-traffic settings effectively. )e
review of the state-of-the-art mix-traffic modelling capa-
bilities indicated that no single traffic model could effectively
address a mix-traffic of AV and HV. Existing analytical
models, such as the car-following models, have demon-
strated greater flexibility with less computational workload
than rule-based cellular automata models, which use
complex rules to simulate vehicle dynamics. In modelling an
efficient 2-D behavioural traffic flow model that can accu-
rately describe a mix of AV and HV behaviour environ-
ments, there is a need to incorporate more than one traffic
flow model with varieties of performance parameters. )e
proposed model involves integrating the existing traffic
simulation models with the required modification to meet
the functionality involved in a mix-traffic setting. )e
proposed single-lane-based model considers the left and
right lanes as agents for joining the vehicle platoon or the
new lane. )ese behavioural features of the model are what
will make vehicle coexistence possible. Based on the pre-
ceding, three traffic models (reservation nodes, car-follow-
ing, and collision avoidance by Gipps) were identified for
integration and enhancements to support a mix of AVs and
HVs model flow at a road intersection.)ere has been much
improvement in mix-traffic management strategies over the
years, but the state of the art has not addressed the challenges
of mixing-traffic using the 2-dimensional gap-acceptance
method in a car-following model. From the review of the
findings, the currently available mix-trafficmodels cannot be
directly utilised to simulate a traffic mix involving AV and
HV without modification to the identified essential traffic
parameters of lateral motion holistically in each vehicle type
for the model. )e proposed transition to the fully auton-
omous driving vehicle has generated various expectations
ranging in an increase in driving comfort, decrease in delay,
reduction in traffic incidence, increase in road comfort,
decrease in carbon emission, decrease in fuel consumption,
and decrease in driver shortage. Within this envisaged
transition and integration of AVs and HVs period of the
coexistence, there is a need for a robust technology to be put
in place to drive and support the transition process
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seamlessly. )ough this study showed positive results using
logical reasoning, implementing this traffic management
system depends on the existing infrastructure, and the
technology is potentially cost-ineffective.
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